This paper presents a stability analysis of an adaptive composite control strategy for flexible joint robot manipulators. The so-called slow/fast control strategy, consisting of a slow adaptive controller designed for a rigid robot together with a fast control to damp the elastic oscillations of the joints, was first derived in previous work of the authors and its performance was detailed by both simulations and experimental results. We now present the mathematical details of our algorithm. Using the composite Lyapunov theory for singularly perturbed systems we present sufficient conditions for adaptive trajectory tracking. For point-to-point motion we show that there is always a range of joint stiffness for which convergence is achieved and we quantify the region of convergence. For tracking of (smooth and bounded) reference trajectories we give sufficient conditions for closed loop stability and uniform boundedness of the tracking error. A residual set to which the tracliing error converges is quantified. We also show that for special classes of trajectories, which include step responses generated from reference models and certain joint interpolated trajectories we can achieve asymptotic tracliing. We argue that these results are the best that one can expect without additional compensation of the slow subsystem such as with integral manifold based corrective control.
Introduction
The dynamics and control of robot manipulators taking into account the joint flexibility is an interesting and challenging problem, which is attracting attention from an increasing number of researchers. A recent survey, in fact, [20] lists nearly one hundred references dealing with various aspects of this problem, such as feedback linearization, robust control, observer design, and adaptive control.
In the present paper we consider the adaptive control problem. The algorithm used, which has appeared previously in [19] , [4] , and [5] , is a composite control law consisting of a slow adaptive control designed on the basis of a rigid robot model and a fast control designed to damp the elastic oscillations at the joints. Such a control strategy is intuitively appealing since it is simple to implement and it exploits the considerable body of knowledge that exists for the adaptive control of rigid robots. This control strategy has been investigated via computer simulation and by experiments performed on a single-link, flexible joint mechanism with excellent results [7] , [8] . However, the stability properties of this approach have not been rigorously investigated before now.
Synopsis
In this section we will summarize the main results to follow. Since the a.ctual mathematical details a.re quite involved, the casual reader may gain an understanding of our main results by reading only this section, while the more interested reader can press on.
In the last several years several globally convergent adaptive control algorithms have appeared for rigid robots (See the survey [13] ). These algorithms are either adaptive versions of the computed torque approach [2] , [12] , or they exploit the passivity structure of rigid robot dynamics [17] . In the case of flexible joint robots both of the above approaches fail [20] . As a result, finding a globally convergent adaptive control law which is independent of the joint stiffness is a formidable and still unsolved problem. However, in most practical situations, the joint stiffness is large relative to other parameters in the system. Singular perturbation techniques can thus be used to separate the slow dynamics from the fast dynamics and control each separately using so-called composite control strategies [ll] . The fast dynamics involve the joint forces and the slow dynamics involve the link variables.
It usually turns out in practice that the joint resonant modes are poorly damped and this, in fact, is largely the source of the problem associated with joint flexibility in robot control. Our approach can be explained intuitively then as follows: a fast feedback control law is first designed to damp the oscillations of the fast variables. Once the fast transients have decayed, the slow part of the system should appear nearly like the dynamics of a rigid robot, which can then be controlled using any number of techniques. Our strategy is then summarized as COntTOl, , , pos, le = COntTOl, , , , + contTolf, , t (1) where contTol,~,, is designed using a rigid robot model and controlfast is designed solely to provide sufficient damping of the fast dynamics. Any number of techniques for the control of rigid robots can be used to design contTol,~,, in the above equation. In this paper, we base our design of the slow control on the algorithm of Slotine and Li [17] because it is globally convergent in the absence of joint flexibility, and because its implementation requires only position and velocity measurements. It is significant that our fast control involves only joint velocity measurements. In this way we achieve robustness to parameter uncertainty without the need for acceleration and jerk as would be required by nonlinear feedback linearization results.
Once we have stabilized the fast dynamics with the fast control term, our system can be thought of as the rigid robot model (and rigid adaptive control) with high frequency, stable, unmodeled dynamics represented by the joint flexibility. Once our algorithm is understood in this way, comparisons can be made to some well-known phenomena in adaptive control. For example, the results of Rohrs, et. al. [15] and Ioannou and KokotoviC [9] suggest several ways in which such a system might become unstable, even though the slow system is globally convergent and the fast dynamics are well damped! These secalled "instability mechanisms" include: 1) Reference trajectories which are "too fast." In other words, if the bandwidth of the reference trajectory is in the same frequency range as the joint resonance, this resonance can be excited and drive the system unstable.
2) Parameter drift. The estimated parameters do not necessariljr converge to their true values even in the rigid robot case without persistency of excitation conditions on the reference signal. However, it can be shown for rigid robots that the parameter errors are bounded [17] . In the presence of unmodeled dynamics, or in the presence of external disturbances, the parameters can drift along an equilibrium manifold until an instability results [14] .
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For these reasons, any composite control strategy for flexible joint robots is not likely to be globally convergent independent of the joint stiffness and/or the reference trajectory. In this paper we show the following:
For Point-to-point motion, i.e., for tracking constant reference inputs, there exists a range of joint stiffness for which the parameter error is bounded and the equilibrium solution is locally asymptotically stable with respect to the tracking error. The stability region is precisely quantified.
For arbitrary trajectories we give sufficient conditions guaranteeing stability and show that the tracking error converges to a residual set, which we quantify. For a special class of trajectories, including step responses generated from a reference model and joint interpolated trajectories tve show that the tracking error converges to zero. This result is slightly stronger than existing results in the literature on adaptive tracking of nonlinear systems and comes about by exploiting the particular structure of robot dynamics. To achieve this, however, the parameter update law of [17] must be modified by the a-modification scheme of The paper is organized as follows. After defining the notation and terminology in Section 3, we detail the modeling of our system in Section 4. Section 5 gives the detailed derivation of the composite Lyapunov theory applied to our class of systems. Section 6 uses these Lyapunov calculations to derive regulation results, i.e. Point-twPoint motion, while Section 7 presents our results on tracking. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section S.
Notation and Terminology
In what follows, we use the following standard notation and terminology [3]: R+ will denote the set of nonnegative real numbers, and R" will denote the usual n-dimensional vector space over R endowed with the Euclidean norm JJxJJ2 = {Er=, Rnxn denotes the set of all n x n matrices with real elements. For each matrix A ERnXn, we d e h e the induced matrix norm of A corresponding to the Euclidean vector where the LF-norm, 11 fllz, is defined by llfllz = JF 11 f(t)llz dt. Denote Bx C R2n, Be C R', By C RZn the closed balls centered at x = 0, 8 = 0, and y = 0 respectively, and let B = Bx x Be x By C RZn x R' x R2n.
Singular Perturbation Model
The dynamic equations of a flexible joint manipulator are given by [18]
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where the vectors q1 E R" and 42 E R" represent the link angles and motor angles, respectively, D(q1) is the n x n inertia matrix for the rigid links, J is a diagonal matrix of actuator inertias reflected to the link side of the gears, C(q1,ql)ql represents the Coriolis and (O(Si) + J)Gi t C(q1,ql)ql + g(q1) = us.
(6)
We define the variable z := If(qz -ql), and we assume that I C is 0(l/e2), and If, is 0 ( 1 /~) , so that we may write I C = K1/cz, If,, = K 2 / c 7 where Kl, If2 are O(1). By substituting the control law U, into (4)- (5), and using the definition of a, we obtain the singularly perturbed system 
Let us now choose us as the adaptive control law of Slotine and Li [17] designed for the rigid system (6). The whole adaptive system can therefore be written as i) Plaht:
ii) Controller (designed for the rigid plant (6)):
where D , j, of the parameters, IfD iS a diagonal matrix of positive gains, and g represent the terms in (6) with estimated values
A is a constant diagonal matrix, and qd(t) is the reference trajectory which is at least three times continuously differentiable. iii) Parameter Update Law:
where I? is some symmetric, positive definite matrix, 8 = the parameter error, and
Y (ql, q1, a, v) is an n x T matrix of known functions (regressor), and 8 is a r-dimensional vector of parameters. The plant (9)-(lo), the controller (ll), and the parameter update law (13) ate now transformed into a more suitable singularly perturbed form, namely, [GI or equivalently, 1 I E R2""', Az E RZnx2" is constant and Hurwitz, U = U, -Jiil, 
where r = t / E is a stretching time scale. Let P be the symmetric positive definite matrix that satisfies the Lyapunov Equation A T P + PA2 = -Q, where Q is a positive definite matrix. We choose the Lyapunov Function Candidate W(y) = y'Py. The reduced system is defined by setting E = 0 in S , that is,
Since A2 is invertible, the algebraic equation (19) 
which represents a weighted sum of V(p), the Lyapunov Function of the reduced system S,, and W ( y ) , the Lyapunov Function of the boundary layer system Sb. Taking into account assumptions (al),(a2), and (as), it can be shown, (see [6] ), that there exist constants a,, pi, yt, i = 1,2 such that tlie derivative of V along the solution trajectories of S is written as where and From the expression of $, we observe that the right hand side of (31) consists of a quadratic expression and the term rip2(:). First of all note that the quadratic term does not include the state 8 . Also, Pd can be made positive definite for some range of E . It will be shown next that p ( t ) is zero if the desired trajectory is a constant vector. Consequently, we can obtain regulation results. In the section that follows these regulation results, we consider arbitrary trajectories and give sufficient conditions guaranteeing stability and show that the tracking error converges to a residual set, which we quantify. To achieve this. however, the parameter update law of [17] must be modified by the u-modification scheme of [9] and [lo] .
Recall assumption (a3) and note that F is a bounded function since D(q1) and D(ql)-' are bounded matrices for all 91. Three important cases on the nature of p ( t ) are of special interest:
1. Case 1: In the regulation problem, the desired trajectory q d is a constant vector and hence all higher derivatives of q d are zero and S becomes a time invariant system. All the equations derived earlier hold except for two differences. First, none of the terms is an explicit function of time any more. Second, p 2 ( t ) in (31) is zero as is clear from (24), (27), and ( 3 3 ) .
Case 2:
If the desired trajectory is three times continuously differentiable-with bounded derivatives, so that q d , q d , qF' E L",, then V(x,O,y) E B, equation (24) 
Regulation Analysis
Since p ( t ) = 0 as discussed in Case 1 above, the time derivative of the Lyapunov Function Candidate V along the solution trajectories of S is simply given by
(34)
It is emphasized that the constants 01, az, PI, p2, 71, and 72 are the same as those in the previous section. It should be just kept in mind that all quantities used to derive them are time invariant. We have the following result Theorem 1 (Regulation) Assume 1. assumptions (a1)-(a3) are satisfiedV(x,e,y) E B.
2. a2 -yz > 0.
-1
Then, the equilibrium x = 0, 0 = 8 -8 = 0, and y = 0 of system S is stable for d l E E ( ( ) , E d ) such that (35) and an estiiiaak of the donauin of attraction is given by 
Non-robustness of Tracking
The purpose of this section is to show that based on the Lyapunov analysis presented so far, the tracking of time varying desired trajectories is not robust in the sense that signals are not guaranteed to remain in the domain B. Specifically, it will be shown that parameter drift instability mechanism is not guaranteed to be stopped by the slow adaptive control law used so far. Recall from (31) that the Lyapunov function candidate for the singularly perturbed system S satisfies (37)
As shown in the regulation case, Pd is positive definite for E E ( 0 ,~) .
In the case where p ( t ) is bounded, (Case 2 and Case 3 above), (37) 
The set V p is a subset of an elliptic cylinder enclosed in f3 extending along the Il el 12 axis (see [6] .) Hence, v (Ilxllzl llel12 , l l~1 1 2 ) E %, P can be positive or negative, and V (Ilxllz, Ilellz, IIyllz) E Vk, P 5 0.
We iiow define the set sign. Hence, inside V,, the sign of 9 is not necessarily negative, and we can not conclude where (Ilx(t)llz, Ile(t)l12, IIy(t)l12) might converge. In fact, as shown in Figure 2 , it is conceivable that Ile(t)l12 grows while (Ilx(t)llz, lle(t)llz, Ily(t)lIz) is still is Vp until it leaves the domain B.
We therefore conclude that a parameter drift instability mechanism is conceivable in which (Ilx(t)l12, Ile(t) llz, Ily(t)llz) leaves the domain B because lle(t)l(z grows while (Ilx(t)llz , Ile(t)l12 , l l~( t ) l l~) is in VP.
7.2
In the tracking analysis that follows, we modify the parameter update law in (15), using the k e d a-modification scheme [9] . The singularly perturbed system S becomes Robustness Via the fixed a-modification
where U > 0 is a scalar. The reduced system now becomes
The boundary layer system Sb is still defined by equation (17). The analysis of system S , is very similar to that of the original singularly perturbed system S. In fact we use the same Lyapunov functions candidates V (for the reduced system SF) and W (for the boundary layer system sb.) Consequently, the Composite Lyapunov Function Candidate V(p, y) given in (30) is also used for the singularly perturbed system S,. V(x,O,y) E B, assume that there exisits positive constant IC: such that
We have the following result.
T h e o r e m 2 (Fixed cr-modification, Boundedness of Tracking Errors) Assume 2 The advantage of introducing the fixed a-modification is that the tra.cking errors and the parameter errors are ensured to converge to a residual set under the conditions of Theorem 2. As far a.s the desired trajectory is concerned, it is only required that the latter is bounded and is three times continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives. The price paad by introducing the fixed a-modification is that no conclusion about the coilvergelice to zero of the tracking errors can be made even under further restrictive conditions on the desired trajectory such a.s those of Case 3 above. Ivlorcover, using the switching a-modification of [lo] for the class of desired trajectories of Case 2, Theorem 2 still applies, and no conclusion about the convergence to zero of the tracking errors can be made. In what follows, we show that for the class of desired hjectories of Ca.se 3, the tracking errors converge to zero if the switching a-modification of [lo] is used.
[GI.)
A s y m p t o t i c T r a c k i n g with t h e s w i t c h i n g a-modification
The singularly perturbed system with this modification becomes X = Alx t @e + A3y c y = Azy t EAY~BZU, where a, is now given by a0 is a positive scalar de@ parameter. 00 is chosen such that llOllz < 00, and hence, it reflects our knowledge of the true parameter vector 8. 
Proof of T h e o r e m 3 The tracking results are mainly due to the special structure of the switching o-modification scheme, and to the square integrability of p ( t ) (see [6] .)
A S i m u l a t i o n Example
References [5] and [7] contain experimental results that show the effectiveness of the proposed composite control technique using a specially constructed single-link flexible-joint arm. In these references, experiments showed excellent results for tracking a slow desired trajectory (step response generated from a second order linear system) with no modification in the parameter update law. Of course, good tracking of a time varying desired trajectory is not guaranteed in general as predicted by the stability analysis in this report. In the simulation example that follows, we consider a sinusoidal desired trajectory (Case 2), and illustrate the following points Without modification of the parameter update law, parameter drift instability mechanism is possible.
Adding a-modification to the parameter update law, we get boundedness of all signals, but nonzero tracking errors (Theorem 2.)
The dynamics of the single-link flexible-joint arm are modeled as Nominal and true values for the arm parameters are shown in Table 1 . The related rigid model, obtained in the limit as k + CO, is
The damping coefficient B is assumed to be known. We define the parameter vector 0 as ~.
.
The design of the rigid control law us is now based on the rigid model (GO). Using the algorithm of Slotine and Li [17] for this term, the complete control law with correction is given as uc = us + u f
Recall that where qd(t) is the desired trajectory. We choose for the desired trajectory qd(t) a sinusoidal function given in Table 2 The gains used in the control law and the parameter update law are shown in Table 3 .
The simulation results shown in Figure 3 illustrate the parameter drift instability mechanism as predicted by the analysis (compare with Figure 2 .) The states remain bounded for sometime, then the parameter estimates rapidly diverge and all the states become unbounded. Introducing the cr modification in the parameter update law, the signals are bouiided as predicted by Theorem 2. Note that the tra.cking errors do not converge to zero but remain bounded. 
Conclusions
In this paper we ha.ve given stability results for a composite adaptive control law for flexible joint robot manipulators. The proofs of all results are contained in [GI. The complexity of the analysis points out the difficulty of the control problem for this class of systems. Although our results give only suffi-.ient conditions for local stability it can be argued, based on what is known about the behavior of adaptive control systems, that this is the best one can do without additional compensation. One promising approach to extend these results would be to incorporate the integral manifold based corrective control idea. We are currently investigating this extension. 
